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Rhetorical Question This generator looks up an adjec-
tive for the input noun in the semantic repository based on
the noun-adjective attribute relationship. The adjective is
picked at weighted random based on the frequency of co-
occurrenceIn addition, an interrogative pronoun is picked at
random to form the question. The idea behind this question
forming generator is that if we know that the noun has the
adjectival property we are forming the question of, we can
presuppose this. Instead of stating something is something,
when we know that it'the case, we can just askwhy that is
the case,howand so on.

Milloin liekki on keltainen? When is a �ame yellow?

Miten paha on uhka? How bad is the threat?

The examples illustrate verses generated for�ame and
threat respectively. The input noun is passed as such to the
following verse generator.

Personal Pronoun Verses This category consists of four
different generators. What they have in common is that they
use a 1st or 2nd person personal pronoun either in the plural
or singular as their subjects. The simplest one of them just
looks up an adjective based on the input noun and forms a
question of a type:am I adjective?.

There are two verse generators that are used to express an
attitude. The �rst one forms a main clause with a personal
pronoun subject and a verb that can be used to express an
attitude, such ashopeor doubt. The main clause can be
turned into negative with a 50 % chance or additionally into
a question with a 50 % chance. After producing the main
clause, a subordinate clause is added to the main clause. The
subordinate clause takes the input noun as its subject and
then proceeds into looking for a suitable verb and objects
and an adverb for it in the same manner as described for the
previous verse generators.

The other attitude expressing verse generator picks a verb
based on the pronoun picked to generate the verse. This is
also done by a weighted random based on the subject con-
nection of the verbs and the pronoun. Then it uses the input
noun as an object for this verb. In order to express an atti-
tude, an auxiliary verb is selected at random to be used in
the sentence.

The last personal pronoun verse generator formulates a
conditional subordinate clause in which the input noun is
the subject and the verb and their objects are picked as seen
before. The main clause has a verb in the conditional mood
with a personal pronoun as its subject, the verb picked is
selected on the basis of the input noun. This is done in such
a way that the verb takes a noun that can act as its object
according to the semantic repository.

Olenko huima? Am I wild?

Emmek̈o me ajattele, ennen Won't we think
kuin nokkeluus pelastaa before cleverness
maan? saves the earth?

Minä haluan noudattaa I want to follow
silkkiä silk

Vaikka savut houkuttaisivat Even if the smokes
onnenonkijaa, k̈ayttäisitkö lured a fortune
sinä savua? hunter, would you

use smoke?
The examples above are output from the verse generators

in the order of their presentation in this section. These are
produced for the nounsweek, cleverness, silk andsmokere-
spectively. None of these verse generators alter the input
noun, but rather pass it as it is to the following generator.

Paraphrase The paraphrasing verse generator expresses
the input noun in other words by looking up a suitable hy-
ponym or hypernym for it in the Finnish WordNet. In ad-
dition, an adjective is picked for the input noun from the
semantic repository at weighted random. This adjective is
used to describe the noun obtained from the Finnish Word-
Net in the verse.

Vesi, tuo ihmeellinen neste Water, that wondrous
liquid

Rukous, tuo hiljainen siunausPrayer, that silent blessing
The examples above are generated forwater andprayer.

The input noun is added to the beginning of the verse, sep-
arated by a comma. The verse generator passes the noun
looked up in the WordNet to the next verse generator.

Relative clause This verse generator creates a relative
clause which takes the subject position of the main clause
in the verse. The object of the relative clause is a synonym
for the input noun based on the Finnish WordNet. The ob-
ject of the main clause is the input noun. The verbs for both
clauses are looked up from the semantic repository based on
the nouns they will have as objects.

Se, joka loppuu What ends in fun,
hauskuuteen, kertoo ilosta tells of joy

Se, joka lukee surun- Who reads condolence,
valittelua, kuuluu suruun forms part of the sorrow

The examples above are generated by usingjoy andsor-
row as their input. The verse generator passes the input noun
to the following generator unmodi�ed.

Simple generators There are two extremely simple verse
generators in the system. One is used to address a noun.
What it does is that it outputs the input noun followed by
a comma. The other simple verse generator generates tau-
tologies, either in indicative or in potential, of a typeXs are
Xs.

Poika, Boy,

Pojat ovat poikia Boys will be boys
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The above examples are output forboyin both generators.
Neither of them swaps the input noun, but rather passes it on
as it is.

Example Poem
Here is an example poem to illustrate how the different verse
generators can play together in a poem structure.

Usko on ihminen Faith is a human
Se pelastuu kuolemasta It is rescued

from death
Henkilönä se upottaa veteen As a person,

it sinks in water
Miten arvoinen on henkilö? How valuable is

a person?
Minä en kartuta henkil̈oä I don't accumulate

a person
Olenko hieno? Am I elegant?

Evaluation
In this section, we conduct an evaluation of the poems pro-
duced by the system. Evaluating poetry, even in the case of
a human produced one, isn't an easy task, and it is some-
thing that is very dif�cult to do objectively. This is why we
didn't want to come up with an evaluation metric of our own,
rather we chose to use the same subjective evaluation metric
that was used for P. O. Eticus (Toivanen et al. 2012). An
additional advantage of this is that we can see how well our
system fares in the same evaluation as the state of the art.

The P. O. Eticus was evaluated by 20 randomly picked
university students. In order to have a better comparabil-
ity of the results, we also randomly recruited university stu-
dents for our evaluation. In the evaluation, we randomly
selected 5 poems produced by our generator and 5 poems
by the poem fragment approach (Kantosalo, Toivanen, and
Toivonen 2015) which was previously in use in the Poem
Machine. We had altogether 25 evaluators to go through
poems produced by both systems. The order in which the
poems were presented to the evaluators was randomized.

The evaluators were asked to evaluate texts rather than
telling them directly that the texts are supposed to be poems.
They weren't told that the texts they were reading were com-
puter produced.

The evaluators were asked to answer to a binary ques-
tion with a yes/no answer whether the text they were read-
ing was a poem. In addition to that they were presented with
six ad ditional questions: (1) How typical is the text as a
poem? (2) How understandable is it? (3) How good is the
language? (4) Does the text evoke mental images? (5) Does
the text evoke emotions? (6) How much does the subject
like the text? These questions were evaluated in the Likert
scale from one (very poor) to �ve (very good).

As the evaluation questions are highly subjective and the
evaluators' opinions on the poems vary a great deal, the re-
sults obtained for our approach and the poem fragment ap-
proach aren't directly comparable with those obtained previ-
ously for P. O. Eticus. However, the results P. O. Eticus got
when it was evaluated are shown in the chart for reference
purposes.

Figure 1: Results for the binary question

Figure 2: Results for the Likert scale questions with standard
deviation: (1) How typical is the text as a poem? (2) How
understandable is it? (3) How good is the language? (4)
Does the text evoke mental images? (5) Does the text evoke
emotions? (6) How much does the subject like the text?

Figure 1 represents the results obtained in the the �rst bi-
nary question whether the output of the generators was con-
sidered as a poem. An important �nding is that the poem
fragment approach only generates output recognizable as
poetry 64 % of the time whereas the judges agreed unani-
mously that the output produced by our method is poetry.
This is probably due to the fact that the poem fragment ap-
proach doesn't aim towards a poem-like structure whereas
our approach uses prede�ned poem structures.

The results for the Likert scaled questions are shown in
Figure 2. The results show that our approach outperformed
the existing poem fragment generator in the typicality aspect
and in how good the language was. Based on these results,
we can deduce that our system is capable of producing po-
etry that is also accepted as poetry. Also the grammatical
correctness of the output is high enough to score well against
the fragment approach which essentially uses human written
fragments.

Understandability is the only parameter in which the
poem fragment approach performed better. This is could
be due to the fact that the fragments are written by humans,
which might contribute to them being easier to understand,
where as the words picked by our system to be used in a



verse, might result in a sentence that is semantically more
dif�cult to grasp.

The fact that our system seems to fare well in compar-
ison with the state of the art on all aspects seems promis-
ing. However, since the poems generated by both systems
were evaluated by different people, further study is needed
to draw any �nal conclusions on which one actually per-
forms better in this evaluation setting.

Discussion and Future Work
The generator discussed in this paper is a �rst step to-
wards an NLG pipeline in poem generation in Finnish. Now
that the most dif�cult parts of producing Finnish have been
solved, namely the rich morphosyntax of the language, and
that we are capable of producing grammatical Finnish from
abstract syntactic representation, the next step is to reduce
the hand-crafted nature of the verse generators. We are cur-
rently looking into the possibility of learning verse struc-
tures from real poetry into an abstract syntactic represen-
tation that we could �ll, for instance, with the content de-
terminators already de�ned for the individual verse genera-
tors. This would mean that we would only need to replace
the sentence planning part of our pipeline to introduce more
freedom into the system.

We could also extend the semantic repository not only to
contain a wider list of syntactic relations but also to contain
semantic data of a different nature. This could, for exam-
ple, mean linking related words based on word embeddings.
The extension of the semantic repository is a requirement
we have already found in our initial experiments of using
learned verse structures, because the syntactic relations in
real verses are more complex than the ones modelled in our
semantic repository.

Another important aspect for future research is studying
this method in the context of the system for which it was ini-
tially built, namely the Poem Machine. Studies are currently
underway on the co-creativity aspect of the Poem Machine
in which the method described in this paper is in a collabora-
tive setting with school kids assisting them in writing poetry
of their own.

Conclusion
In this paper we have presented and evaluated an NLG ap-
proach for poem generation for the morphologically rich
Finnish. The proposed approach is currently in use in a com-
putationally creative system called Poem Machine which
makes human computer co-creativity possible. The results
of the evaluation seemed promising and we identi�ed future
directions for this research.

As a result of the study, an open source surface generation
NLG tool for Finnish (Syntax Maker) was publicly released.
Also, the syntactic repository data set has been made openly
available for anyone interested in building their work on top
of it.
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